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He, Ne kmD Ar ISOTOPES IN THS DEEP-SEA OCEkIi IC 
FERROiNGANESZ NODULES: TH3 BODULZS GROWTH U T E .  

Anufriev G.S., Boltenkov B.S., Kapitonov I.N. Ioffe Physical 
Technical Institute Academy of Science, USSR, Leningrad, 194021. 

Introduction. There is a large number of publications in- 
cluding the general works Cl,2l connected with the investigation 
of the ferromanganese nodules. Yet the origin and evolution of 
the nodules remain unclear. In partucular there are two well ar- 
gumented magnitudes of the growth rate which exclude each other: 
the fast growth with the ra~eccmm/l dyears12-41 and the slow 
growth with the rateocmm/lO years[l,4-61. The latter is based on 
the quantitative interpretation of the detected incidence of the 
radioisotopes concentrations in the direction from the surface 
to the centre of the nodule. It is very popular with a large 
number of investigators though this rate makes difficult the un- 
derstanding of the nodules on the surface of the fast-growing 
ground sediments (with the rate 3 orders higher). We have per- 
formed the isotope investigations of the inert gases in the no- 
dulesC7lwith the aim:i)to obtain some new information since the 
information available at present is not completeC81; ii)to obtain 
the evidence concerning the cosmic dust in the nodule substance 
on the ground of the variations of the inert gases (the both 
growth rates mentioned above and the cosmic dust identification 
in the deep-sea oceanic sedimentsC9lpoint to the probable pre- 
sence of the cosmic dust in the nodules); iii)to develop a new 
method to define the growth rate of the nodules, 

Samples and methods.We have researched two ellipsoidal oce- 
anic nodules typical of these formations with maximum size 5-6cm 
dredged in 1985 from the floor of the Pacific ( 10°N and 135O'ff ) 
from the depth ofc5000 meters. The inner nodule substance is a 
porous structure with the density of 1,6 g/cm? Cross-section 
shows the outer envelope few mm thick of black colour and the 
inner substance of grey colour with the rare black concentric 
layers. We have prepared different samples from one nodule of 
the average composition, an envelope sample and a grey sample 
from the inner substance of the nodule. Prom another nodule we 
have prepared the sample with the average composition. Inert ga- 
ses were extracted from the samples by the vacuum heating at 
1 2 0 0 ~ ~  in the system similar to that inClOL Isotope composition 
and He,Ne,Ar concentrations were analysed with two magnetic re- 
sonance mass spectrometers with a high resolution and high sen- 
sit ivit y C11 I combined in one installation. 

Results. The concentrations of the inert gases in the inve- 
stigated nodules (and in the nodule fractions) are the following 
(in the c ~ ~ N T P / ~ )  :3~e=(3-10). lo-'? 2qe=( 1,2-9,8). lo-'; 56~r=(0, 13- 
-2,5).10-q These concentrations are approximately similar to 
those measured in the deep-sea-%ediments of the Pacific. The iso- 
tope ratios3~e/4~e=(1 ,8-2,8) 10 are not only higher than the ra- 
tio in the air (1,4.10-~), in the rocks of the continental type 
(10-'-lo8) but they also exceed the ratio 1,2.10-~ typical of the 
oceanic bazalts ll2L The isotope ratio~~%e/~~e={9,85-10,24) are 

er than the same atmosphere ratio. The ratio~~~~e/~~iie 
and38~r 36~r are similar to the atmosphere ratio. The ratio 
40~r/s~r= ( 300-440) result s from the radiogenic 4O~r. 
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Discussion. The measured isotope anomalies of helium and 
neon contrary to that of argon cannot be due to the influence of 
radiogenic isotopes as the radiogenic isotopes cause the shifts 
contrary to those observed. The measured anomalies in the iso- 
tope ratios of He,Ne and nonradiogenic Ar can be accounted for 
by the presence of the cosmic dust in the nodule substance which 
is rich in the gases of solar typelgland is found on the ocean 
floor, On the basis of this conclusion and the results of the 
work C9J we suggest a new method for determining the growth rate 
of the nodules. The analysis points out that in the assumption 
concerning the uniform dust coverage of the Earth's surface the 
average growth rate of the nodules r,and the concentration of 
the cosmic dust in the nodules k,mas be obtained from the exp- 

'I - 
ressions: &.C2 .  

5=f p i &  G; k,= f i1,2) 
with C as the concentration of some isotope brou&t with the 
comic dust; d-density; f as the factor of the cosmic dust accu- 
mulation by the nodules. Index I is connected with the nodule 
characteristics; index 2 -with the characteristics of the sedi- 
ment containing nodule in natural conditions. The expression 
(1,2) permits to diminish systematic errors in the magnitudes d 
and C if they are determined with the same instruments in the 
samples of the sediments or in the nodules. The main uncertainty 
is due to the magnitude of t@e factor f. k priori we may assume 
that fel. If f=1, ra=3 m/lO years, the calculations point out 
that the growth rate of the nodules are r,=6 tnm/l~~~ears and the 
concentration of cosmic dust k,= 0,025~ug/g if ka=O, 2jug/g. Thus 
the obtained values of the nodules growth rate are slightly 
higher than the accumulation rate of the deep-sea sediments so 
the large number of nodules on the oceanic floor may be under- 
stood without any exotic hypothesis. The low growth ratebcmxdl Cf 
years) mentioned above may be due to erroneous interpretation of 
the concentration regularities of the radioisotopes by the ra- 
doiactive decay law at the constant growth rate, The alternative 
interpretation may be connected with some diffusion mechanism 
when the radioisotopes penetrate from the sea water into the no- 
dules whose growth rate is not constant. The accomplished iso- 
tope investigations of the inert gases in the different frac- 
tions of the nodules point out, as all other resultsr.61, that the 
nodules growth rate is not constant. 
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